2001 honda civic ecu location

Bought this car in , with k miles, i am a pizza delivery driver and it now has k miles. I've read a
lot of other reviews and i can agree that when putting the car in gear from park to drive, or
reverse to drive, it can slip if you step on the gas. My advice to you is: to make your tranny last,
go easy on the accelerator right when you get into gear, giving your car this little time cushion
will be alot safer on the transmission. Other than preventative maintenance like the timing belt,
water pump, oil changes, new tranny fluid, the best thing you can do is to take care of your car!
I'm happy with my honda! Such low maintenance only the struts needed repairing after 4 years!!
That's it! Looove my Honda. My Civic has about 85K miles on it. Its been great until this
morning when I found out it needed a new transmission. Checking on this, I found out that this
is not uncommon for the 01 model: many folks have run into the same problem. Also found out,
Honda had a program offering assistance with repairs that ran for 7 years or , miles. I was never
informed about this and now am facing a big bill. I contacted Honda and they wished me well
but said they could no longer offer any monetary assistance. I believe they should offer
something because I was never notified. They usually have a great product but I think I'll look
elsewhere in the future. I bought this car just to get me through college thinking I would get
something better once I got a decent job. I have said decent job but the car is hard to give up. I
have been in 2 accidents with it both I was fine after and the car was running. Its never had any
major repairs aside from a radiator after one accident. Fun to drive easy to upgrade. Compared
to the corolla and acura RL I drove before the Civic by far was the best vehicle. I bought my
Civic back in with roughly 55, miles on it. It currently has , miles. Around , I had to change the
driver side CV axle assembly as the boots were leaking lubricant. The worst thing about the
interior is that the headliner is drooping which started about four years ago. The car is currently
running well and I look forward to the next , miles. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Civic. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Wouldn't trade it for the world. Items
per page:. Write a review See all Civics for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Civic. Sign Up.
Did we mention transmission problems? And a dangerous defect with the front airbag that
didn't get recalled for 10 years. As for the Civic's transmission woes? But, neither the recall or
the lawsuit included the Civic. Engine ECM quits if alternator isn't grounded properly or the
alternator bites the dust. It will need to be replaced, and reflashed at the honda dealer.
Tightening the alternator mounts is free. The battery light came on. Then it downshifted like we
were losing power. We could not accelerate, but kept going. Had to keep the acceleration going
when stopped at lights, etc. Luckily, there was an Advanced Auto across the street from our
destination. We let it cool off a bit first. Had it tested there. We thought it was the battery or
alternator. It was neither. They gave us 2 printouts to take to the mechanic. Update from Dec 21,
: In , we let Monroe try and fix the problem. They installed a new catalytic converter with the
same oxygen sensor. Days later, it went out again. Under warranty, they installed a new
converter. It did it again. This time, we took it to the Honda dealer where it was bought and had
them identify the problem and fix it. Within an hour after we had picked it up the first time, the
problem struck again. Honda did another diagnosis. We decided to decline any further repairs
or evaluations. It still remains to this day. We can drive it to the local store and back. We almost
have to let the thing reset itself for 5 minutes No new solution yet. Recommendation: Put a new
engine in it from the junk yard. Who can afford that? Or, trade it in for a different car. And, of
course, no recalls. And then they tried to blame it on me. Saying that I had put supreme
gasoline in it and that it only took regular. I was a student at the time! Like I could afford
supreme gas!!!! If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Honda dealer. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Civic problem yet. Be the first! Find a
good Honda mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free
service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.

Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The ECM electronic control module in a car is the
vehicle's brain. The ECM is responsible for receiving and transmitting signals to all the sensors
in the vehicle. When the ECM goes bad, it can cause the car to run erratically, if at all.
Replacement takes just a matter of minutes, as the ECM is easy to access. The location of the
ECM depends on the make and model of the vehicle. In most vehicles, the ECM is located in the
engine compartment. Some vehicles have the ECM mounted under the driver's or passenger
seat, however. Open the engine compartment to access the battery. Disconnect the battery with
a socket wrench. Locate the ECM either in the engine compartment or under one of the front
seats in the vehicle. The ECM is a silver, rectangular module. Consult your owner's manual or
appropriate car dealership for the location of the ECM if you don't know. Disconnect the
electrical supply by lifting the locking tab and pulling away from the computer. This will isolate
the electrical power. Unbolt the screws holding the ECM in place with a socket wrench. Pull the
old ECM out and replace it with the new one. Plug in the electrical wires to the ECM. The wiring
harness will lock in once it is pushed in far enough. Connect the battery cables to the battery.
Tighten the cables with a socket wrench. Start the vehicle and allow it to idle for five minutes. If
there are still conflicting codes, the "Check Engine" light will come on. Gregory Crews has been
in the film industry for three years and has appeared in more than 38 major motion pictures and
16 television shows. He also writes detailed automotive tutorials. His expertise in the
automotive industry has given him the skills to write detailed technical instructional articles.
Step 1 Open the engine compartment to access the battery. Step 2 Locate the ECM either in the
engine compartment or under one of the front seats in the vehicle. Step 3 Disconnect the
electrical supply by lifting the locking tab and pulling away from the computer. Step 4 Unbolt
the screws holding the ECM in place with a socket wrench. Step 5 Bolt the ECM in place with the
socket wrench. Ensure the bolts are tight. Step 6 Plug in the electrical wires to the ECM. Step 7
Connect the battery cables to the battery. Some vehicles will require a reset code for the radio.
Contact the dealer to find out what the codes are and how to input them. It includes Windows
based software called FlashPro Manager. The FlashPro connects from your laptop's USB port to
your vehicles diagnostic port to provide real time programming, a variety of calibrations and
extensive datalogging capabilities. It includes Windows based software called
FlashProManager. The FlashPro connects from your laptop's USB port to your vehicles
diagnosticport to provide real time programming, a variety of calibrations and
extensivedatalogging capabilities. The built-in trigger wheel gives the required signal to the
K-Pro. Hondata's K-Pro allows you to get the absolute most power out of your D, F or K-Series,
while maintaining excellent reliability. Price listed includes cam gear. Gear is also sold
separately. An adapter harness is included. Your engine crank and cam sensors must be
changed to equivalent parts must be purchased separately - Parts List and Install Overview
Here. Purchase Instructions. No ECU? No problem! Comes with fly lead -Anti-theft security
enhancements -On board calibration storage Hondata's K-Pro allows you to get the absolute
most power out of your D, F or K-Series, while maintaining excellent reliability. Is your Honda or
Acura currently tuned with a previous version of K-Pro? By taking advantage of Hondata's
upgrade path, your current ECU can be upgraded to take advantage of K-Pro III's new features:
-Twice the on board datalogging memory -Three times the programming speed -8 additional
analog inputs for datalogging. Comes with fly lead -Anti-theft security enhancements -On board
calibration storage Note: This upgrade applies to an ECU already modified with previous
version of K-Pro. This is not a FlashPro upgrade. Cart 0. Toggle navigation Menu. FlashPro 2.
Add to Cart. All Rights Reserved. Powered by AspDotNetStorefront. Shopping Cart: 0 Items.
Your shopping cart is currently empty. Close Checkout. A bad TCM could result in your
transmission shifting hard, to the wrong gear, or not shifting at all. The gear engagement could
be harsh or delayed at times, and may also lead to a gear status indicator malfunction. A PCM,
therefore, controls both engine and transmission operations. A BCM controls most of the
interior and exterior body functions, like interior and exterior lighting, wipers, doors and

windows, seats, radio, instrument cluster and even HVAC functions. Any issues related to a
BCM malfunction could cause one or more of these systems to stop working, or break
intermittently. We Do More. Modern cars come with anywhere from 4 to 80 modules depending
on the year, make, and model of the vehicle. We can't realistically list all the modules we cover,
but we can assure you that we cover almost all modules across the platform with very few
exceptions. Call us today to confirm our coverage for your specific module! External inspection
of the Control Module. Replication of the concern for which the module was received. Isol
nissan motor wikipedia
2005 hyundai sonata fuel filter location
1970 ford ranchero wiring diagram
ation of the problem and it's relavent circuits in the module. Post-Repair testing and quality
checks. Every module shipped out to our customers has all the pertinent information regarding
the repairs done to the module, and also any specific repairs or testing required on the vehicle
itself before the module is installed. We also include Technical Service Bulletins and any
additional maintenance procedures that our Certified Master Technicians deem necessary to
ensure the proper repair of the vehicle. All this is included in our Free Technical Assistance
program that all our customers have access to. Are you looking for another car manufacturer?
Don't worry! We cater to all module needs, covering most car manufacturers from around the
world. Click below to see the complete list of car manufacturers we support for both your
module repairs, and remanufacturing needs. Our Repair Service Includes:. What we do different
from our competitors:. Not Your Make? Repair Coverage. Reman Coverage.

